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Small Business Owner’s and Tax Preparers
Awareness and Experience with the Taxpayer Advocate Service

Research Project (TBD)

Introduction

The Taxpayer Advocate Service (TAS) is an independent organization within the 
IRS that is available to help taxpayers resolve tax issues that they cannot get 
resolved through normal IRS channels.  In order for TAS to be effective, 
taxpayers must be aware of the organization and know how to contact TAS if 
they need help.  TAS would like to have a better understanding of its customers, 
especially by different market segments. To this end, the Taxpayer Advocate 
Service has identified two customer market segments for further study.   

The first market segment is small business owners. TAS is concerned that these 
taxpayers are a segment of taxpayers whose problems with the IRS are not 
being surfaced to TAS for assistance.  Business taxpayers represent a much 
smaller proportion of TAS inventory than their prevalence in the general taxpayer
population.  TAS has decided that it must reach out to this group of taxpayers to 
determine if this group is aware of TAS and its services, and also to determine 
their satisfaction with any TAS services which have been used.

The second market segment includes tax preparers.  It is particularly important to
TAS that this market segment is aware of TAS services and whether these 
preparers are properly referring cases to TAS.  Further, TAS needs to know if tax
preparers are aware of the criteria that must be met in order for TAS to assist a 
taxpayer since some clients problems qualify for TAS assistance while others do 
not.  

Objectives 

The objectives of this project are to:

1. Determine awareness of TAS existence among the same groups.

2. Determine TAS name recognition among Tax Preparers and Small 
Business Owners.

3. Evaluate whether each group understands which types of taxpayer 
problems qualify for TAS assistance.
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4. Determine the level of awareness in each group that TAS services are 
free to eligible Taxpayers.

5. Determine whether any awareness of TAS comes from any of the various 
types of TAS outreach/advertising used over the past four years, or from 
other sources.

Methodology

TAS Research will select a stratified random sample from IRS internal databases of Small 
Business Owners and Tax Preparers.  Surveys will be designed with specialized software, and 
completed surveys will be scanned using Cardiff’s Teleform software.  A vendor will be printing, 
packaging, and mailing the surveys to the targeted audiences.  

Sample Design and Participants Criteria

The study targets two different market segments.  The first segment contains small business 
organizations. This population files about 42 million tax returns annually and includes individual 
taxpayers, partnerships, and corporate entities.  Individual taxpayers represent file about 34 
million returns each year, while small business partnerships and corporations file slightly over 8 
million returns annually.

[
The sampling frame for is the small business taxpayers includes all taxpayers assigned to the 
IRS Small Business and Self-Employed Operating Division. ………  

The sampling frame will be divided into two strata, as follows:

1. Small business owners filing a  Form 1040 \
2. Small business owners filling a partnership or corporate return.

The second market segment includes tax preparers. The size of this population is approximately
800,000.

We will divide the sampling frame for the preparer market segment into two stratums based 
upon the number of returns prepared so that TAS may obtain and compare input from both 
smaller and larger return preparation businesses.1 The stratums are as follows:

1. Tax preparers who complete less than 100 returns. 
2. Tax preparers who prepare 100 or more returns.

1 The number of returns completed by a preparer will be determined from a special IRS data extract which
counts the number of number of returns completed by each preparer.  Preparers with counts of less than 
five returns will be excluded, as previous studies have shown that these entities are usually individuals 
preparing returns for other family members, as opposed to professional tax return preparers.  
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A stratified simple random sample (without replacement) will be selected from each study group.
The sample size will allow us to make statistically valid statements for each stratum and 
combination of strata.  

Overall, our sampling plan will allow us to achieve a 95 percent confidence level with a precision
level within plus or minus five percent.  These parameters presume about 400 responses per 
question.  The strata and sample size are shown in Tables 1a and 1b.  

Strata Population Sample

Estimated
Response
Rate

Sample
Size

Undeliverable
Mail 2

(10 percent)

Estimated
Returned 
Samples

Form 1040 SBSE 
Taxpayers

34,000,000 450 25% 2,000 200 1,800

Non Form 1040 
SBSE Taxpayers 

8,400,000 450 25% 2,000 200 1,800

Total 42,400,000 900 4,000 400 3,600

Table 1a - Sample Size (Small Business Owners)

Strata Population3 Sample

Estimated
Response
Rate

Sample
Size

Undeliverable
Mail 4

(10 percent)

Estimated
Returned 
Samples

Tax preparers 
who prepare less
than 100 returns

705,302 450 50% 1,000 100 900

Tax preparers 
who prepare 100
returns or more

276,365 450 50% 1,000 100 900

Total 981,667 900 2,000 200 1,800

Table 1b - Sample Size (Tax Preparers)

  

In an effort to improve survey response rates a multi-contact mailing process will be used.  Each
taxpayer may be contacted a total of four times.  External research supports the notion that 
response rate improves by sending additional ‘reminders’.5  

o The first mailing is an advance notice letter or postcard to the potential respondent, advising 
of the coming survey (see Appendices A and B).  This notification will be sent so it is 
received about one week prior to the actual survey.  

2 Mail quantities were increased in anticipation that 10 percent of the mail would be undelivered.
3 Tax Year 2005 data.  Sample will be selected from Tax Year 2006 data.
4 We also increased our mail out to account for 10 percent undeliverable mail.
5 D.A. Dillman, Mail and Internet Surveys: The Total Design Method, New York, John Wiley & Sons, 1978,
page 325.
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o The second mailing consists of a copy of the survey document (see Appendices C and D) 
and a cover letter (see Appendices E and F).  This mailing includes a self-addressed 
stamped envelope to reduce taxpayer burden.  The cover letters include the reason for the 
survey, emphasize its importance to the IRS, and requests a prompt reply.  

o The third mailing is a follow-up postcard which is sent to everyone in the sample.  It will 
express appreciation to those who have responded and remind those who have not yet 
responded to the survey (see Appendices G and H).  

o To the extent possible, the fourth mailing will be sent only to those taxpayers in the sample 
that have not previously replied. This mailing will include a second cover letter (see 
Appendices I and J), replacement survey (Appendices C and D), and another self-
addressed, first-class postage paid return envelope.

o The survey and letters are subject to minor changes by the customer.

Data to be Collected

The survey questions for the market segments, small business owner and individual income tax 
return preparers are designed to answer the study objectives.  Specifically, the survey 
instruments are designed to obtain basic facts about the respondent 6 and other specific data 
items collected include the following:

 Awareness of an IRS organization to assist with resolution of tax problems.

 Name recognition of Taxpayer Advocate Service.

 Experience using Taxpayer Advocate Service.

 Reasons for contacting (or referring a client) to Taxpayer Advocate Service.

 Criteria and timing for contacting Taxpayer Advocate Service.

 Communication channels for the Taxpayer Advocate Service as well as general 
tax information.

 Experience and satisfaction with Taxpayer Advocate Service.

The actual survey documents are contained in Appendices C and D.

How Data Will be Collected and Used

Data will be collected from mail survey responses.  The survey documents are machine 
scannable via Teleform Software.  The software is configured to allow for a manual review of 
the survey document image when the response choices are not clearly marked on the survey.  

6 For example, small business owners will be asked to report their number of years in business, while tax 
return prepares will be asked about their number of years preparing returns and their type of practice.  
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The scanned results will be transferred into a statistical software package for further analysis, 
cross reference, and inference.

The data will provide TAS and the Communications and Liaison (C&L) Office within TAS with a 
better understanding of customers’ awareness of TAS and its services, and the customer 
service experiences for those who have used TAS services for small business owners and tax 
preparers. The research will allow TAS to better determine awareness of TAS and taxpayer and
practitioner understanding of the criteria for requesting TAS assistance.  The findings will 
suggest potential ways for improving customer service and awareness among underserved 
taxpayers and tax preparers. 

This data will be studied to determine how TAS can better serve small business owners and tax 
practitioners, promote awareness of TAS services and criteria and to communicate better with 
these groups.  Additionally, this survey data will be utilized to form a baseline of TAS awareness
and use among these market segments so that the effectiveness of future outreach and 
advertising efforts of TAS services may be measured.  Lastly, the data will also be utilized to 
estimate the number of small business owners eligible for, but not receiving, TAS assistance.

Data Collection Date

The initial surveys will be sent out on or about September. 15, 2007.  Data collection will end 
four weeks after the final survey document is mailed by the print contractor.

Who is Conducting the Research?

TAS Research. 
      

Cost of Study

The estimated costs for the small business owner survey are:

Postage   $4,000
Printing    $4,500
Total        $8,500

The estimated costs for the tax preparer survey are:

Postage     $2,000
Printing      $2,250
Total          $4,250

Stipend

None

Recruitment Efforts
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Not applicable

Location-Region/City and Facility

The surveys will be mailed to a randomly selected (and stratified) sample of small 
business owners and tax preparers across the United States. 

Expected Response Rate and Justification

Expected response rates are higher for tax preparers (50 percent) than small business 
organizations (25 percent).  The 50 percent response rate for the tax return preparers is based 
on prior results of an IRS survey of similar length to a random sample of preparers.  The 25% 
response rate is estimated conservatively and is based upon prior survey results from other IRS
taxpayer surveys.

TAS will treat the findings as qualitative in nature if response rates are below the levels required
for inference to the population.  If that is the case, critical decisions will not be made based 
solely on the findings of these studies.  Nevertheless, even qualitative data will be beneficial in 
supporting TAS’ mission to provide its services to all types of taxpayers and their 
representatives.

Methods to Maximize Response Rate

In an effort to achieve a higher response rate, several steps recommended by Kinnear and 
Taylor7 and Don A. Dillman8 have been incorporated into planning this project.  These steps 
include a multi- contact mail-out (as described earlier), using first-class postage in mailing the 
surveys to the taxpayers and providing a stamped self-addressed return envelope.

Test Structure/Design

Not applicable.

Efforts to not Duplicate Research

Although TAS has contracted for, and is conducting research regarding individual taxpayer 
awareness, use, and satisfaction with its services, TAS has not conducted research into the 
small business owner and tax preparer market segments.   The current survey will allow TAS to 
baseline the level of awareness of TAS among small business owners and TAS preparers.  This
baseline data will be used to measure the results of future TAS outreach efforts, but at the 
current time, even baseline data on these market segments is not available.  The surveys will 
also allow TAS to determine which marketing venues will best increase awareness of TAS 
services among these market segments.  These surveys are being done concurrently with 
another study that TAS has commissioned. The other study includes market segments not 

7 Thomas C. Kinnear and James R. Taylor, Marketing Research An Applied Approach, 5  th   Edition  , New 
York, McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1996, pp. 338 – 342.
8 Don A. Dillman, Mail and Telephone Surveys, The Total Design Method, New York, John Wiley & Sons, 
1978, page 325.
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included in this study (e.g., struggling young families). TAS believes our market segments are 
mutually exclusive.  

Participants’ Criteria

Small Business Owners

The small business owners sample will be selected from taxpayers classified into the IRS Small 
Business and Self-Employed Operating Division.  This includes individual taxpayers filing 
Schedules C, E, F, and Form 2106 and other business entity types such as partnerships and 
corporations with an asset value less than $10 million dollars.  Please see the sample design for
further information on how the sample with be stratified within this group of taxpayers.

Tax Preparers

The tax preparer sample will be selected from tax preparers submitting more than five returns to
the IRS for Tax Year 2006.9  Please see the sample design for further information on how the 
sample with be stratified within this group of taxpayers.

Privacy, Security, Disclosure and Confidentially

TAS Research will carefully safeguard the security of the acquired data and the privacy of the 
taxpayers in conducting this research.  We will control official access to the information and will 
not allow unauthorized public access to the information.  We will apply fair information and 
record-keeping practices to ensure protection of all taxpayer information.  

Physical security measures include a locked, secure office.  Data will be stored on computers 
that comply with data security at the C-2 level through the Windows XP operating system.  
Systems are password protected, users are profiled for authorized use, and individual audit 
trails will be generated and reviewed.  Printouts of sensitive data will be placed in locked 
cabinets.  All computer files will be deleted and printouts of sensitive data shredded when they 
are no longer needed to support study findings.

Only the required amount of information to send a survey will be provided to IRS’ Multimedia 
Division and the vendor (i.e., name, address, and control number (which is not the SSN)).  
Multimedia is aware of and is expected to follow all applicable disclosure policies in the conduct 
of the survey.  The contract process (which IRS Multimedia Publishing Services is responsible 
for) includes making the contractors aware of and the expectation to follow all applicable 
disclosure policies in the conduct of this survey.  The vendor will be made aware that names 
provided are confidential and cannot be used for any other purpose than the mailing for this 
survey.  

The Servicewide Research Council Data Standards will be followed regarding certification of 
files and databases.  Data certification will be completed for the file of survey responses created
in this project.  The provisions of the Service Wide Research Data standards will be strictly 
followed.  The provisions will be applied to the original data sets obtained from internal 
databases and to the new data added from the survey (the survey results file).  The data will be 

9 Includes Tax Year 2006 returns filed through June 2007.  Prior studies have shown that individuals listed
as preparer on five or fewer returns are usually not engaged in professional return preparation.
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validated by computing descriptive statistics (mean, minimum, maximum, standard deviation) for
continuous variables and frequencies for categorical variables.

Estimated Burden Hours

Table 2 provides a summary of burden hours.  Nine thousand taxpayers will be contacted to 
complete a survey (mail out less anticipated undeliverable mail).  The survey will take about 10 
minutes to complete.  Assuming the response rate as indicated in Table 2, the burden imposed 
on the taxpayers will be 300 hours. 

Table 2 - Summary of Burden Hours

Survey Category Contacts
x  Response
    Rate

x Time to 
   Complete = Total Time

Small Business 
Owners

3,600 25% 10 minutes 150 hours

Tax Preparers 1,800 50% 10 minutes 150 hours
Total 5,400  300 hours

Although we are hopeful of increasing our survey response rate, we base our response rate at 
25 percent for small business organizations and 50 percent for tax preparers.  These response 
rates are based upon our previous survey experience with the same or similar market 
segments.

If substantial changes are required as a result of the feedback we receive, we will provide 
notification by submitting an update to this package. 

Special Tallies and Other Information

The following information will be provided within 60 days after the close of the survey data 
collection operations:

o Findings.
o Actions taken or lessons learned.
o Taxpayer Participation
o Number of requests for taxpayer participation.
o Number of completed questionnaires returned by taxpayers.
o Date the data collection began.
o Date the data collection ended.
o Cost.

Attachments 
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Appendix A – Advance Notice Postcard – Small Business Owner

Appendix B – Advance Notice Postcard – Tax Preparer

Appendix C – Survey – Small Business Owner

Appendix D – Survey – Tax Preparer

Appendix E – Survey Cover Letter _ Small Business Owner

Appendix F – Survey Cover Letter – Tax Preparer

Appendix G – Follow-up Letter (Thank You/Reminder) – Small Business Owner

Appendix H – Follow-up Letter (Thank You/Reminder) – Tax Preparer
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Appendix A

Dear <<Name>>:

The IRS is conducting a study to learn if small business owners are aware of some of the services
available to them from the IRS.  We would like you to participate in this effort.

You were randomly selected to participate in our study and should receive our survey in about a 
week.  When the survey arrives in the mail, please take a few minutes to fill it out and return it in 
the envelope provided. 

Your thoughts and experiences are important to us. 

Thank you in advance for your help.

Form XXXXX (8-2007) Catalog Number XXXXX                        Department of the Treasury-Internal Revenue Service 
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Appendix B

Dear <<Name>>:

The IRS is conducting a study to learn if tax professionals are aware of some of the services available to them from
the IRS.  We would like you to participate in this effort.

You were randomly selected to participate in our study and should receive our survey in about a week.  When the 
survey arrives in the mail, please take a few minutes to fill it out and return it in the envelope provided. 

Your thoughts and experiences are important to us. 

Thank you in advance for your help.

Form XXXXX (8-2007) Catalog Number XXXXX                        Department of the Treasury-Internal Revenue Service 
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Appendix C
Small Business Awareness of Customer Services Survey

The Internal Revenue Service is conducting a study with small business owners and 
we’d like to include your opinions.  We will be asking about your awareness and use of 
some IRS services.  Your participation is voluntary, and responses will be kept 
confidential.  The survey should take about 10 minutes to complete.  Please return the 
completed survey using the included postage paid envelope.  Thank you!

1. How long has your firm been in business? (write in the number of years)

years

2. Who is responsible for preparing your business tax returns?  (mark one)

____A professional tax preparer 
____I prepare and file my IRS business tax return
____A friend or family member completes my IRS tax return
____A free tax preparation site (e.g. Volunteer Individual Tax Assistance (VITA) or similar site)
____An employee(s) prepares and files the return(s)
____Other (please describe)__________________________________________________

3. How do your prefer to get information about taxes or tax law changes? (mark all that 
apply)

_____TV, Radio, Newspapers, Books or Other Media
_____Tax Preparers
_____The IRS Website, irs.gov
_____Other Internet Websites
_____IRS Forms and Instructions
_____The IRS 800-TAX-1040 (1-800-829-1040)
_____Seminars
_____Professional Associations/Organizations
_____Other (please describe)__________________________________________________

4. Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statements. (Select one per row)

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Neutral Agree
Strongly
Agree

a. I generally trust the IRS.     

b. I believe IRS correctly handles tax matters.     

Continue on back
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5. If you have experienced a problem with the IRS in the past two years, what type of 
representation did you have?

I  have  not  experienced  a problem with
the IRS in the past two years.
I  have  experienced  a problem with  the
IRS in the past two years and I …

Represented myself

Was  represented  by  a
CPA or attorney
Was represented by my
tax preparer

6. Are you aware of any an organization(s) within the IRS that helps taxpayers solve tax 
problems? (mark one)

Yes
No
Don’t Know

7. Have you heard of the IRS’s Taxpayer Advocate Service (TAS)? (mark one)

Yes
No (go to Question 11)
Don’t Know

8. How did you hear about the Taxpayer Advocate Service (TAS)? (mark all that apply)

_____Have not heard about the TAS (go to Question11)
_____TV Advertising
_____Radio Advertising
_____Newspaper/Magazine Advertising
_____Outdoor/Billboard Advertising
_____Poster
_____IRS Publication or Form
_____IRS letter 
_____IRS brochure from the IRS
_____IRS’ Website, irs.gov
_____Other Internet Websites
_____Promotional materials such as pens, rulers, etc.
_____Email message from the IRS talking about TAS
_____Friend or family member 
_____Accountant / professional preparer
_____Other (please describe)__________________________________________________

9. Within the past year have you contacted the IRS’ Taxpayer Advocate Service (TAS) 
The Paperwork Reduction Act requires that the IRS display an OMB control number on all public information requests. The 
OMB Control Number for this study is 1545-1349. Also, if you have any comments regarding the time estimates associated 
with this study or suggestions on making this process simpler, please write to: IRS Tax Products Coordinating Committee, 
SE:W:CAR:MP:T:T:SP, 1111 Constitution Ave. NW, Washington, DC 20224.
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for help with a tax problem?  (The IRS’ Taxpayer Advocate Service is dedicated to 
helping taxpayers resolve tax problems that have not been resolved through normal 
IRS channels.) (mark one)

Yes
No (go to Question 11)
Don’t Know

10. Which of the following motivated you to contact the Taxpayer Advocate Service 
(TAS)? (mark one)

_____TAS does not charge a fee
_____TAS can cut through red tape
_____TAS will provide a prompt response to your problem
_____TAS provides assistance in different languages
_____Other (please describe)________________________________________________________
_____Don’t Know

11. Why did you contact the IRS’s Taxpayer Advocate Service (TAS)? (mark all that apply)

_____Did not contact TAS (go to Question 11)
_____You received an IRS notice about a tax problem
_____You were suffering, or is about to suffer, a significant hardship (e.g., loss of job)
_____You could not pay for additional services
_____You are facing the threat of adverse action 
_____You are unsure how to get help from the IRS
_____You will incur significant cost (including fees for professional representation)
_____You want to check on the status of your refund
_____The IRS has not responded timely to you
_____Were about to suffer long term adverse impact or harm (e.g., loss of home)
_____You did not receive a response within 30 days or by the date promised
_____ Established IRS systems or procedures have failed to resolve the problem or dispute
_____ Other (please describe)__________________________________________________
_____Unsure or do not know 

The Paperwork Reduction Act requires that the IRS display an OMB control number on all public information requests. The 
OMB Control Number for this study is 1545-1349. Also, if you have any comments regarding the time estimates associated 
with this study or suggestions on making this process simpler, please write to: IRS Tax Products Coordinating Committee, 
SE:W:CAR:MP:T:T:SP, 1111 Constitution Ave. NW, Washington, DC 20224.
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12. Within the past year, why didn’t you use the services of the Taxpayer Advocate 
Service (TAS)? (mark all that apply)

____I used TAS services 
____Did not need help 
____Was not aware TAS existed
____Did not know how to contact TAS 
____Did not believe TAS could help
____Did not want to use TAS
____Other(please describe)_______________________________________________________

13. How likely are you (your business) to contact the Taxpayer Advocate Service (TAS) 
in the future? (mark one):

Very Likely Likely Neutral Unlikely Very Unlikely

14. If you have received assistance from the Taxpayer Advocate Service (TAS) within the
past year, how satisfied are you with the assistance you received? (mark one):

Very Satisfied Satisfied Neither Dissatisfied Very Dissatisfied Did Not Use TAS

Thank you for completing our survey!

Please mail the survey to the IRS in the enclosed self addressed stamped envelope or to:

IRS
P.O. Box 44976
Mail Stop TA771
Indianapolis, IN 46244

Privacy Act Information:  Our authority for requesting this information is 5 USC 301 and 26 USC 7801. The primary 
purpose for requesting the information is to identify taxpayer/customer service needs. This will be determined, in part,
by surveying tax professionals.   Providing information is voluntary.  Tax return and tax return information may not be 
disclosed except as provided by 26 USC 6103. Not providing all or part of the information may result in IRS not being 
able to include your experiences and opinions in the voluntary research.  IRS employees are restricted by law from 
disclosing participant information unless authorized by 26 U.S.C. 6103 and the Privacy Act.

The Paperwork Reduction Act requires that the IRS display an OMB control number on all public information requests. The 
OMB Control Number for this study is 1545-1349. Also, if you have any comments regarding the time estimates associated 
with this study or suggestions on making this process simpler, please write to: IRS Tax Products Coordinating Committee, 
SE:W:CAR:MP:T:T:SP, 1111 Constitution Ave. NW, Washington, DC 20224.



Appendix D
Tax Professional Awareness of Customer Services Survey

The Internal Revenue Service is conducting a survey among tax professionals who prepare 
individual income tax returns and we’d like to include your opinions.  We will not be asking 
anything about you or your client’s tax filings.  This survey should take about 10 minutes to 
complete and we’d appreciate your participation.   Thank you!

1. How many filing seasons have you professionally prepared Federal income tax returns? 
(mark one)

Less than 2 2 - 4 5 - 9 10  - 19 20+

2. Which of the following best describe your practice? (mark one)

CPA Unenrolled Agent
Tax Attorney Enrolled Agent Other

3. Approximately what percent of your clients have encountered a problem(s) with the IRS
that could not be solved by going through the normal IRS channels? (mark one)

Less than 1% 1 – 4% 5 – 9% 10  - 24% 25+%

4. Are you aware of any an organization(s) within the IRS that helps taxpayers solve tax 
problems? (mark one)

Yes
No
Don’t Know

Continue on back
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5. Have you heard of the IRS’s Taxpayer Advocate Service (TAS)? (mark one)

Yes
No (go to Question 10)
Don’t Know

6. How did you hear about the Taxpayer Advocate Service (TAS)? (mark all that apply)

_____Have not heard about TAS (go to Question10)
_____TV Advertising
_____Radio Advertising
_____Newspaper/Magazine Advertising
_____Outdoor/Billboard Advertising
_____Poster
_____IRS Publication or Form
_____IRS letter 
_____IRS brochure 
_____IRS’ Website, irs.gov
_____Other Internet Websites
_____Promotional materials such as pens, rulers, etc.
_____Email message from the IRS talking about TAS
_____Friend or family member 
_____Another accountant / professional preparer
_____Other (please describe)__________________________________________________

7. Within the past year, how many taxpayers have you either referred to the IRS’s 
Taxpayer Advocate Service (TAS) or contacted the TAS directly on their behalf?  (The
IRS’ Taxpayer Advocate Service is dedicated to helping taxpayers resolve tax 
problems that have not been resolved through normal IRS channels.) (mark one)

0 (go to Question10) 1 2 - 4 5 - 9 10  - 19 20+

8. What message motivated you to contact the Taxpayer Advocate Service (TAS) or
refer your clients to the TAS for help? (mark one):

_____TAS does not charge a fee
_____TAS can cut through red tape
_____TAS will provide a prompt response to your problem
_____TAS provides assistance in different languages
_____Other (please describe)_____________________________________________________
_____Don’t Know

Continue on next page
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9. Why do you contact or refer taxpayers to the IRS’s Taxpayer Advocate Service 
(TAS)? (mark all that apply)

_____Did not contact or refer anyone to TAS (go to Question10)
_____The taxpayer received notice of a problem
_____You did not have time to help the taxpayer
_____The taxpayer is suffering, or is about to suffer, a significant hardship (e.g., loss of job)
_____The taxpayer could not pay for additional services
_____The taxpayer is facing the threat of adverse action 
_____The taxpayer is unsure how to get help from the IRS
_____The taxpayer will incur significant cost (including fees for professional representation)
_____The taxpayer wants to check on the status of their refund
_____The IRS has not responded timely to my client
_____The taxpayer was about to suffer long term adverse impact or harm (e.g., loss of home)
_____The taxpayer did not receive a response within 30 days or by the date promised
_____ Established IRS systems or procedures have failed to resolve the problem or dispute
_____ Other (please describe)__________________________________________________
_____Unsure or do not know 

10. What is your preferred method for getting information about how the Taxpayer 
Advocate Service (TAS) can help you? (mark all that apply)

_____Tax Services (e.g., produced by private vendors)
_____Tax Publications
_____Other Tax Preparers
_____The IRS Website, irs.gov
_____Other Internet Websites
_____IRS Forms and Instructions
_____IRS Tax Practitioner Hotline 
_____IRS 1-800-829-1040 (800-TAX-1040)
_____Seminars
_____Professional Associations/Organizations
_____IRS Tax Forums
_____email
_____Other (please describe)__________________________________________________

11.  What time frame would be the most effective for the Taxpayer Advocate Service 
(TAS) to advertise its services? (mark one)

_____During the January to April tax season
_____Right after tax season –during the May to August period
_____All year round
_____Don’t know

Continue on back
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Within the past year, why didn’t you use the services of the 
Taxpayer Advocate Service (TAS)? (mark all that apply)

____I used TAS services or referred a client to TAS
____Was not aware TAS existed
____Did not know how to contact TAS
____Did not believe TAS could help
____Unsure if the TAS could help
____Client did not want to use TAS
____Other(please describe)_______________________________________________________

12. If you have received assistance from the Taxpayer Advocate
Service (TAS) within the past year, how satisfied are you with
the assistance you received? (mark one):

Very Satisfied Satisfied Neither Dissatisfied Very Dissatisfied Did Not Use TAS

Thank you for completing our survey!

Please mail the survey to the IRS in the enclosed self addressed 
stamped envelope or to:

IRS
P.O. Box 44976
Mail Stop TA771
Indianapolis, IN 46244

Privacy Act Information:  Our authority for requesting this information is 5 USC 301 and 26 
USC 7801. The primary purpose for requesting the information is to identify 
taxpayer/customer service needs. This will be determined, in part, by surveying tax 
professionals.   Providing information is voluntary.  Tax return and tax return information may 
not be disclosed except as provided by 26 USC 6103. Not providing all or part of the 
information may result in IRS not being able to include your experiences and opinions in the 

The Paperwork Reduction Act requires that the IRS display an OMB control number on all public information 
requests. The OMB Control Number for this study is 1545-XXXX. Also, if you have any comments regarding the time 
estimates associated with this study or suggestions on making this process simpler, please write to: IRS Tax 
Products Coordinating Committee, SE:W:CAR:MP:T:T:SP, 1111 Constitution Ave. NW, Washington, DC 20224.



Appendix D

voluntary research.  IRS employees are restricted by law from disclosing participant 
information unless authorized by 26 U.S.C. 6103 and the Privacy Act.

The Paperwork Reduction Act requires that the IRS display an OMB control number on all public information 
requests. The OMB Control Number for this study is 1545-XXXX. Also, if you have any comments regarding the time 
estimates associated with this study or suggestions on making this process simpler, please write to: IRS Tax 
Products Coordinating Committee, SE:W:CAR:MP:T:T:SP, 1111 Constitution Ave. NW, Washington, DC 20224.



Appendix E
<<CONTROL>>

<<Name>> Internal Revenue Service
<<Address>> P.O. Box 44976
<<City>>, <<State>> <<Zip>>> Mail Stop TA 771

Indianapolis, IN 46244
 

<MONTH> <DAY>, 2007

Dear <<Name>>:

We recently sent you a survey concerning services offered by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS). 
Small business owners, like yourself, are being asked to share information about your knowledge 
and use of some IRS customer services.  We know that small business owners are very busy, so 
we kept the survey short and will use your response(s) to better serve small business owners.  

 If you have already returned the survey, thank you.

 If you have not responded, please take a few minutes to complete this survey and return it 
in the postage paid envelope provided.  

We are very interested in your opinions and experiences with IRS customer services.  Thank you 
for your help with this important study.  

Sincerely,

Thomas R. Beers, 
Internal Revenue Service
Director of TAS Research and Analysis

Enclosures



Appendix F
<<CONTROL>>

<<Name>> Internal Revenue Service
<<Address>> P.O. Box 44976
<<City>>, <<State>> <<Zip>>> Mail Stop TA 771

Indianapolis, IN 46244
 

<MONTH> <DAY>, 2007

Dear <<Name>>:

We recently sent you a survey concerning services offered by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS). 
Tax professionals, like yourself, are being asked to share information about your knowledge and 
use of some IRS customer services.  We know that you are very busy, so we kept the survey short 
and will use your response(s) to better serve tax professionals.  

 If you have already returned the survey, thank you.

 If you have not responded, please take a few minutes to complete this survey and return it 
in the postage paid envelope provided.  

We are very interested in your opinions and experiences with IRS customer services.  Thank you 
for your help with this important study.  

Sincerely,

Thomas R. Beers, 
Internal Revenue Service
Director of TAS Research and Analysis

Enclosures

TP 2nd Survey Cover Letter



Appendix G
<<CONTROL>>

Dear <<Name>>:

We recently sent you a survey asking for your help with a study of small business owners.  We want to know if you
are aware of some IRS services available to small businesses.

 If you have already completed and sent the survey back to us, 
thank you!

 If not, please take a few minutes today to complete and return the survey. 

We appreciate your participation.  

Thank you! 

Form XXXXX (8-2007) Catalog Number                            Department of the Treasury-Internal Revenue Service 

TP 2nd Survey Cover Letter



Appendix H
<<CONTROL>>

Dear <<Name>>:

We recently sent you a survey asking for your help with a study of tax professionals.  We want to know if you are 
aware of some IRS services available to tax preparers.

 If you have already completed and sent the survey back to us, 
thank you!

 If not, please take a few minutes today to complete and return the survey. 

We appreciate your participation.  

Thank you! 

Form XXXXX (8-2007) Catalog Number                            Department of the Treasury-Internal Revenue Service 

TP 2nd Survey Cover Letter
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